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Abstrat

Cross-validation is a useful and generally appliable tehnique often employed in mahine

learning, inluding deision tree indution. An important disadvantage of straightforward

implementation of the tehnique is its omputational overhead. In this paper we show

that, for deision trees, the omputational overhead of ross-validation an be redued

signi�antly by integrating the ross-validation with the normal deision tree indution

proess. We disuss how existing deision tree algorithms an be adapted to this aim, and

provide an analysis of the speedups these adaptations may yield. We identify a number

of parameters that inuene the obtainable speedups, and validate and re�ne our analysis

with experiments on a variety of data sets with two di�erent implementations. Besides

ross-validation, we also briey explore the usefulness of these tehniques for bagging. We

onlude with some guidelines onerning when these optimizations should be onsidered.

Keywords: Deision trees, ross-validation, indutive logi programming

1. Introdution

Cross-validation is a generally appliable and very useful tehnique for many tasks often

enountered in mahine learning, suh as auray estimation, feature seletion or parameter

tuning. It onsists of partitioning a data set D into n subsets D

i

and then running a given

algorithm n times, eah time using a di�erent training set D�D

i

and validating the results

on D

i

.

Cross-validation is used within a wide range of mahine learning approahes, suh as

instane based learning, arti�ial neural networks, or deision tree indution. As an example

of its use within deision tree indution, the CART system (Breiman et al., 1984) employs a

tree pruning method that is based on trading o� preditive auray versus tree omplexity;

this trade-o� is governed by a parameter that is optimized using ross-validation.

While ross-validation has many advantages for ertain tasks, an obvious disadvantage

is that it is omputationally expensive. Indeed, n-fold ross-validation is typially imple-

mented by running the same learning system n times, eah time on a di�erent training set

of size (n� 1)=n times the size of the original data set. Beause of this omputational ost,

ross-validation is sometimes avoided, even when it is agreed that the method would be

useful.

It is lear, however, that when (for instane) a spei� deision tree indution algorithm

is run several times on highly similar datasets, there will be redundany in the omputations.
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1. funtion grow tree(T : set of examples)

2. returns deision tree:

3. t

�

:= optimal test(T )

4. P := partition indued on T by t

�

5. if stop riterion(P)

6. then return leaf(info(T ))

7. else

8. for all P

j

in P:

9. tr

j

:= grow tree(P

j

)

10. return node(t

�

,

S

j

f(j; tr

j

)g)

Figure 1: A generi algorithm for top-down indution of deision trees.

E.g., when seleting the best test in a node of a tree, the test needs to be evaluated against

eah individual example in the training set. In an n-fold ross-validation eah example

ours n � 1 times as a training example, whih means that eah test will be evaluated

on eah training example n � 1 times. The question naturally arises whether it would be

possible to avoid suh redundant omputations, thereby speeding up the ross-validation

proess. In this text we provide an aÆrmative answer to this question.

Given this positive result, one might expet that similar speedups an be obtained in

other ontexts where algorithms are repeatedly run on similar data sets, suh as bagging

(Breiman, 1996). We also briey investigate this issue, reporting less positive results.

This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we fous on re�nement of a single

node of the tree; we identify the omputations that are prone to the kind of redundany

mentioned above, indiate how this redundany an be redued, and analyse to what extent

performane an thus be improved. In Setion 3 we disuss the whole tree indution proess,

showing how our adapted node re�nement algorithm �ts in several tree indution algorithms.

In Setion 4 we present experimental results with several implementations that support our

omplexity analysis, on�rming our main laim that ross-validation an be integrated with

deision tree indution in suh a way that it auses only a small overhead, and that in

the bagging ontext the proposed tehniques yield smaller eÆieny gains. In Setion 5 we

briey disuss to what extent the results generalize to other mahine learning tehniques,

and mention the limitations of our approah. In Setion 6 we onlude.

2. EÆient Cross-validation

We start this setion with a desription of the basi deision tree indution algorithm. We

desribe it only in suh detail as needed for the remainder of this text, for more details

see Quinlan (1993a) or Breiman et al. (1984). Next, we will fous on a spei� step of

this algorithm and disuss what kind of redundanies it may ause and how these an be

avoided.
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1. for all andidate tests t assoiated with the node:

2. for all examples e in the training set T :

3. update statistis(S[t℄, t(e), target(e))

4. Q[t℄ := ompute quality(S[t℄)

5. t

�

:= argmax

t

Q[t℄

6. partition T aording to t

�

Figure 2: Re�nement of a single node in the tree.

2.1 Deision Tree Indution

Deision trees are usually built top-down, using an algorithm similar to the one shown in

Figure 1. Basially, given a data set, a node is reated and a test t

�

is seleted for that

node. A test is a funtion from the example spae to some �nite domain (e.g., the value of

a disrete attribute, or the boolean result of a omparison between an attribute and some

onstant). Eah test indues a partition to the data set, with eah subset of the partition

orresponding to a single test result and ontaining those data elements for whih the test

yields that result. Typially the test for whih the subsets of the partition are maximally

homogeneous with respet to some target attribute (the \lass", for lassi�ation trees) is

seleted. For eah subset P

j

of the partition P indued by t

�

, the proedure is repeated

and the reated nodes beome hildren of the urrent node. The proedure stops when

stop riterion sueeds: this is typially the ase when no good test an be found or when

the data set is suÆiently homogeneous already. In that ase the subset beomes a leaf of

the tree and in this leaf information about the subset is stored (suh as the majority lass).

The result of the initial all of the algorithm is the full deision tree.

The re�nement of a single node (seleting the test and partitioning the data) an in

more detail be desribed as shown in Figure 2. The omputation of the quality of a test t

is split into two phases there: one phase where the statistis of t are omputed and stored

into an array S[t℄, and a seond phase where the quality of t is omputed from the statistis

(without looking bak at the data set). For instane, for lassi�ation trees, phase one

ould ompute the lass distribution for eah outome of the test.

1

Quality riteria suh as

information gain or gain ratio (Quinlan, 1993a) an easily be omputed from this in phase

two. For regression, where variane is typially used as a quality riterion (Breiman et al.,

1984), a similar two-phase proess an be de�ned : the variane an be omputed from

P

(y

2

i

; y

i

; 1) where the y

i

's are the target values.

2.2 Removing Redundany

In the remainder of this setion we fous on the node re�nement step itself, and show how

it an be optimized in ertain spei� (ideal) irumstanes. In Setion 3 we will disuss

how this �ts in deision tree building algorithms (where these ideal irumstanes may not

always be present).

1. S[t℄ is then a matrix indexed on lasses and results of t, and update statistis(S[t℄, t(e), target(e)) just

inrements S[t℄

t(e);target(e)

by 1.
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1. for eah andidate test t assoiated with the node:

2. for eah example e in

S

i

T

i

:

3. r := t(e)

4. s := target(e)

5. for eah i suh that e 2 T

i

:

6. update statistis(S[T

i

, t℄, r, s)

7. for eah T

i

:

8. Q[T

i

; t℄ := ompute quality(S[T

i

; t℄)

9. for eah T

i

:

10. t

�

i

:= argmax

t

Q[T

i

; t℄

11. for eah di�erent test t

�

among the t

�

i

:

12. partition

S

i

fT

i

jt

�

i

= t

�

g aording to t

�

Figure 3: Performing node re�nement for multiple trees in parallel, exploiting overlap

between data sets (the OS algorithm).

2.2.1 Overlapping Data Sets

Now assume that the node re�nement proess, as desribed above, is repeated several

times, eah time on a slightly di�erent data set T

i

(that is, the T

i

's have many examples in

ommon). We assume here that the same set of tests is onsidered in all these nodes. Then

instead of running the proess n times, with n the number of data sets, the algorithm in

Figure 3 an be used.

The omputations performed by this algorithm are the same as when the original al-

gorithm is run one on eah data set, exept for two di�erenes:

� for eah test t, eah single example e is tested only one instead of m(e) times, where

m(e) is the number of data sets the example ours in.

� eah single example e is assigned to a hild node

2

f(e) times, instead of m(e) times,

with f(e) the number of di�erent best tests for all the data sets where the example

ourred (obviously 8e : f(e) �m(e)).

Note that in eah node of the tree multiple tests (at most n), and orrespondingly

multiple sets of hild nodes, may now be stored instead of just one. Also note that while

the evaluation of eah test on eah example is done only one, updating the statistis is still

done m(e) times.

The algorithm in Figure 3, whih we dub the OS algorithm (for Overlapping Sets), an be

applied in all ontexts where multiple trees are being built from slightly di�erent data sets.

This does not only inlude the ross-validation ontext. For instane, bagging (Breiman,

1996) onsists of learning multiple theories from slightly di�erent subsets of a single original

data set. The relatively high omputational ost of bagging might also be redued using

the proposed approah. The method is not appliable to boosting (Freund and Shapire,

2. This orresponds to partitioning the data set.
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1996) beause in that ase the di�erent trees have to be learnt one after another (sine the

example weights for eah onseutive run are known only after the previous one is �nished).

Note that beause update statistis still has to be exeutedm(e) times, the eÆieny gain

that an be obtained with the above algorithm is still limited (unless the time onsumption

of update statistis is negligible; see below for a quanti�ation of this). In the following

we fous on the speial ase of ross-validation, where due to the spei� way in whih the

training sets for the di�erent folds are onstruted, more redundany an be removed from

the omputations.

2.2.2 Cross-validation

For an n-fold ross-validation, eah single example ours exatly n� 1 times as a training

example. Hene, the time needed to evaluate all tests is redued by a fator n�1 ompared

to running the original algorithm n times. The time needed to assign examples to hild

nodes is redued by n�1 if the same test is seleted in all folds, otherwise a smaller redution

ours. Besides this speedup there are no hanges in the omputational omplexity of the

algorithm (exept for the extra omputations involved in, for instane, seleting elements

from a two-dimensional array instead of a one-dimensional array).

Spei�ally for ross-validation, the algorithm an be further improved if the employed

statistis S, for any data set D, an be omputed from the orresponding statistis of its

subsets in a partition. This holds for all statistis that are essentially sums (suh as those

mentioned in Setion 2.1), sine in that ase S(D) =

P

i

S(D

i

). Suh statistis ould also

be alled additive.

In an n-fold ross-validation, the data set D is partitioned into n sets D

i

, and the

training sets T

i

an be de�ned as D�D

i

. It is then suÆient to ompute statistis just for

the D

i

; those for the T

i

an be easily omputed from this without further referene to the

data (�rst ompute S(D) =

P

i

S(D

i

); then S(T

i

) = S(D) � S(D

i

)). Sine eah example

ours in exatly 1 of the D

i

's, updating statistis has to be done only N times instead of

N(n� 1) times (with N the number of examples).

2.2.3 Cross-validation Combined with Atual Tree Indution

In pratie, ross-validation is usually performed in addition to building a tree from the

whole data set: this tree is then onsidered to be the atual hypothesis proposed by the

algorithm, and the ross-validation is done just to estimate the preditive auray of the

hypothesis or for parameter tuning. The algorithm for eÆient ross-validation an be easily

extended so that it builds a tree from the whole data set in addition to the ross-validation

trees (just add a virtual fold 0 where the whole data set is used as training set; note that

S(T

0

) = S(D)). Adopting this hange, we obtain the algorithm in Figure 4, whih we name

the CV (for Cross-Validation) algorithm. In the remainder of this text we will also refer

to the OS and CV algorithms as the parallel algorithms, as opposed to the straightforward

method of running all ross-validation folds and the atual tree indution onseutively (the

serial algorithm).

At this point, we have disussed the major issues related to the re�nement of a single

node. The next step is to inlude this proess into a full tree indution algorithm. This
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f D is the set of all examples relevant for this node,

partitioned into n subsets D

i

, i = 1::n.

T

0

= D, and for i > 0 T

i

= D �D

i

g

1. for eah andidate test t assoiated with the node

2. for eah example e in D:

3. hoose i suh that e 2 D

i

4. update statistis(S[D

i

; t℄, t(e), target(e))

5. ompute S[T

i

; t℄ (i = 0::n) from all S[D

j

; t℄

6. for eah T

i

:

7. Q[T

i

; t℄ := ompute quality(S[T

i

; t℄)

8. for eah T

i

:

9. t

�

i

:= argmax

t

Q[T

i

; t℄

10. for eah di�erent test t

�

among the t

�

i

:

11. partition

S

i

fT

i

jt

�

i

= t

�

g aording to t

�

Figure 4: Performing ross-validation in parallel with indution of the atual tree (the CV

algorithm).

will be disussed in the next setion, but �rst we take a look at the omplexity of the node

re�nement step.

2.3 Computational Complexity of Node Re�nement

We analyse the omputational omplexity of the node re�nement proess for two ases: the

general algorithm for overlapping data sets (Figure 3), and the speial-purpose algorithm

for ross-validation (Figure 4).

We will use the following notation. t

e

denotes the time for extrating relevant inform-

ation from a single example (the example's target value and test result). t

u

is the time

needed to update the statistis matrix S. t

p

is the time needed to assign an example to

the orret subset during partitioning. N is the number of examples in the data set, n the

number of training sets (folds), and a the number of tests. f denotes the average number

of di�erent folds a single example belongs to. (The average number of examples in one fold

is then Nf=n.) The symbols 

i

denote terms onstant in N . Finally, we use subsripts S,

OS and CV to refer to the serial exeution (S), the use of overlapping subsets (OS) and the

ross-validation spei� implementation (CV) respetively.

2.3.1 The Algorithm for Overlapping Sets

In general all a tests have to be evaluated on eah example, but only for one test (the

best one) the partitioning atually has to be omputed. This means there is a fator

a(t

e

+ t

u

)+(t

e

+ t

p

), the time needed per example for evaluation of a tests plus partitioning

aording to a single test, to be multiplied with the number of examples.

For serial exeution we thus obtain the following times:

6
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� T

1 fold

=

fN

n

(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)) + 

1

:

T

S

= T

n folds

= fN(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)) + 

2

:

For the OS algorithm the time omplexity is as follows (note the main di�erene with

T

S

: evaluation of tests is done only one per example instead of f times, so the fator f

disappears from the t

e

term):

� worst ase (all folds selet di�erent tests):

T

OS

= aN(t

e

+ ft

u

) +N(ft

e

+ ft

p

) + 

5

= N(a(t

e

+ ft

u

) + f(t

e

+ t

p

)) + 

3

:

� best ase (all folds selet the same test):

T

0

OS

= N(a(t

e

+ ft

u

) + t

e

+ t

p

) + 

4

:

2.3.2 The Cross-validation Algorithm

The time omplexity of serial exeution is the same as in the previous ase, but we an now

substitute n� 1 for f :

� building one tree from the full data set:

T

atual

= aN(t

e

+ t

u

) +N(t

e

+ t

p

) + 

1

= N(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)) + 

5

:

� performing ross-validation serially:

T

1 fold

=

n�1

n

N(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)) + 

6

:

T

n folds

= (n� 1)N(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)) + 

7

:

� serially building the atual tree and performing a ross-validation:

T

S

= T

atual

+ T

n folds

= nN(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)) + 

8

:

For the time omplexity of the CV algorithm, note that the main di�erene with the

OS version is that updating the statistis is done only one for eah example, instead of f

times. Thus we obtain:

� worst ase (all folds selet di�erent tests):

T

CV

= N(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + n(t

e

+ t

p

)) + 

9

:

� best ase (all folds selet the same test):

T

0

CV

= N(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + t

e

+ t

p

) + 

10

:

2.3.3 Disussion

Our analysis gives rise to approximate upper bounds on the speedup fators that an be

ahieved. We start with the CV algorithm. Assuming large N so that the 

i

terms an be

ignored (hene \approximate"), for the worst ase we get

T

S

T

CV

= n

a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)

a(t

e

+ t

u

) + n(t

e

+ t

p

)

< n

and

T

S

T

CV

=

a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)

a(t

e

+t

u

)

n

+ (t

e

+ t

p

)

<

a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

)

(t

e

+ t

p

)

= 1 + a

t

e

+ t

u

t

e

+ t

p

:

7
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Hene the worst ase speedup fator is bounded by min(n; 1 + a

t

e

+t

u

t

e

+t

p

). It will approx-

imate n when (a) N beomes large and (b) t

e

+ t

p

is small ompared to a(t

e

+ t

u

). In the

best ase, where the same test is seleted for all folds, we just get T

S

=T

0

CV

< n: the speedup

fator approahes n as soon as N beomes large. Another way to look at this is to observe

that T

0

CV

=T

atual

approahes one; in other words, for large N and a stable problem (where

small perturbations in the data do not lead to di�erent tests being seleted) the overhead

aused by performing ross-validation beomes negligible.

For the more generally appliable OS algorithm, note that the main di�erene is the

fat that the updates of the statistis have to be performed f times with f the number of

folds, instead of one. This is stritly more work, hene the upper bounds for the spei�

algorithm automatially apply here as well. Moreover, it will be more diÆult in this ase

to approximate the upper bounds. We have

T

S

T

OS

=

(1 + f)(a(t

e

+ t

u

) + (t

e

+ t

p

))

a(t

e

+ ft

u

) + f(t

e

+ t

p

)

= 1 +

(f � 1)at

e

(a+ f)t

e

+ aft

u

+ ft

p

= 1 +

f � 1

f

at

e

(1 + a=f)t

e

+ at

u

+ t

p

< 1 +

f � 1

f

t

e

t

u

;

whih shows learly that t

e

=t

u

is also limiting the possible speedup. If t

u

and t

p

are indeed

small ompared to t

e

, the above equality an instead be simpli�ed to

T

S

T

OS

< 1 +

(f � 1)a

(f + a)

;

whih shows that when f is large and dominates a, the speedup approahes 1+a; and when

a dominates f it approahes f � 1. These are essentially the same bounds as for the CV

algorithm. Summarising the above, we an say that the speedup for OS is bounded in the

same way as for CV but there is an additional restrition based on t

e

=t

u

.

The result onerning t

e

=t

u

indiates that the general algorithm for overlapping data

sets will yield signi�ant speedups only when the time needed for aessing an example is

muh larger than that for updating statistis for the example. In many settings this will not

be the ase (an exeption is for instane when the data reside on disk, or when the tests to

be performed are very omplex, suh as in an indutive logi programming (Muggleton and

De Raedt, 1994) setting). This implies that for instane in the ontext of bagging, where

only the OS algorithm is appliable but not the CV algorithm, speedups an be expeted

to be more limited.

3. An Algorithm for Building Trees in Parallel

We now desribe how the above algorithms for node re�nement �t in deision tree indution

algorithms. First we desribe the data strutures, whih are more ompliated than when

growing individual trees. Next we disuss several deision tree indution tehniques and

show how they an exploit the above algorithms.
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3.1 Data Strutures

Sine the parallel ross-validation algorithm builds multiple trees at the same time, we need

a data struture to store all these trees together. We refer to this struture as a \forest",

although this might be somewhat misleading as the trees are not disjoint, but may share

some parts.

An example of a forest is shown in Figure 5. In this �gure two kinds of internal nodes

are represented. The small squares represent bifuration points, points where the trees of

di�erent folds start to di�er beause di�erent tests were seleted. The larger retangles

represent tests that partition the relevant data set. The way in whih the trees in the forest

split the data sets is illustrated by means of an example data set of 12 elements on whih

a three-fold ross-validation is performed.

Note that the memory onsumption of a forest is (roughly) at most n+ 1 times that of

a single tree (this happens when at the root di�erent tests are obtained for all n folds plus

the atual tree), whih in pratie is not problemati as long as n is relatively small. Cross-

validation is often performed with n = 10, whih is OK; but for a leave-one-out evaluation

proedure this memory onsumption would usually be prohibitive. We will examine memory

onsumption in some more detail in Setion 3.3 and in the experiments.

When in the following we refer to nodes in the forest, we always refer to the test nodes,

ignoring bifuration points. For example, in Figure 5 the root node has �ve hildren, three

of whih are leaves.

3.2 Tree Indution Algorithms

We distinguish two types of algorithms for deision tree indution: depth �rst and level-wise

algorithms.

3.2.1 Depth First Tree Indution

Probably the best known approah to deision tree indution is the ID3 algorithm (Quinlan,

1986), later developed into C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993a). ID3 basially follows the depth-�rst

approah of Figure 1.

The simplest way to adapt an ID3-like algorithm to perform ross-validation in parallel

with the atual tree building, is to make it use the node re�nement algorithm of Figure 4

and all the algorithm reursively for eah hild node reated. Note that the number of

suh hild nodes is now

P

f

i=1

r

i

, with f the number of di�erent tests seleted as best test

in some fold and r

i

the number of possible results of the i-th test.

In this way, the above mentioned speedup is obtained as long as the same test is hosen

in all ross-validations and in the atual tree. The more di�erent tests are seleted, the less

speedup is ahieved; and when in eah fold a di�erent test is seleted, the speedup fator

goes to 1 (all folds are handled separately).

To see how this proess inuenes the total forest indution time, let us de�ne t

r

(i) as

the average time that is needed to re�ne all the nodes of a single tree on level i for a data

set of size jDj, and f(i) as the average number of di�erent tests seleted on level i of the

forest (averaged over all nodes on that level of the forest). The omputational omplexity

9
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Figure 5: An example forest for a 3-fold ross-validation. At the root of the tree all folds

selet the same Test A. In the right subtree the di�erent folds disagree on whih

test to selet, so there is a bifuration point: f

3

selets Test B whereas f

1

and f

2

selet Test C.

10
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of the whole forest building proess for the parallel versions an then be approximated as

T

OS;CV

= t

r

(1) + f(1)t

r

(2) + f(2)t

r

(3) + � � �

Assuming that the re�nement time is linear in the number of examples of a node that is to

be re�ned,

3

we have for the serial version

T

S

= nt

r

(1) + nt

r

(2) + nt

r

(3) + � � �

(we obtain nt

r

(i) and not (n+ 1)t

r

(i) beause the n folds have size

n�1

n

jDj).

Thus the total speedup will be between 1 and n, and will be higher for stable problems

(low f(i)) than for unstable problems (most f(i) lose to n+ 1).

3.2.2 Level-wise Tree Indution

Most deision tree indution algorithms assume that all data reside in main memory. When

induing a tree from a large database, this may not be realisti: data have to be loaded

from disk into main memory when needed, and then for eÆieny reasons it is important

to minimize the number of times eah example needs to be loaded (thus minimizing disk

aess). To that aim alternative tree indution algorithms have been proposed (Mehta et al.,

1996, Shafer et al., 1996) that build the tree one whole level at a time, where for eah level

one pass through the data is required. The idea is to go over the data and for eah example,

update the statistis for all possible tests in the node (of the urrently lowest level of the

tree) where the example belongs. For eah node the best test is then seleted from these

statistis without more aess to the data.

Sine in these approahes, too, the omputation of the quality of tests is split up into

two phases (omputing the statistis from the data, omputing the test quality from the

statistis), it is easy to see how suh level-wise algorithms an be adapted. When proessing

one example, instead of looking up the single node in the tree where the example belongs,

one should look up all the nodes in the forest where the example belongs (for an example

not yet in a leaf this is at least one node and at most n� 1 nodes, where n is the number

of folds) and update the statistis in all these nodes.

When data reside on the disk, the number of examples is typially large and also t

e

is large (due to external data aess). The onstant terms 

i

then beome negligible very

quikly, and the speedup fator an approah n if a � n

t

e

+t

p

t

e

+t

u

. Assuming that t

p

and t

u

are

omparable, this will be true as soon as a � n, whih in pratie often holds.

3.3 Spae Complexity

The spae requirements of the OS and CV algorithms di�er from those of the serial algorithm

in three major points: the statistis arrays are larger, we need to build a forest instead of

one tree at a time, and there is a need to know for eah example whih data sets it is part

of.

3. From this it follows that in one fold of n-fold ross-validation the atual re�nement time for level i is

n�1

n

t

r

(i), thus the total onsumed on level i by the n folds together with the indution of the atual tree

is nt

r

(i).
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� The statistis arrays for OS and CV are indexed with T

i

(and D

i

). This implies

that their size inreases by a fator O(n) ompared to algorithm S. In pratie, this is

aeptable beause these arrays are small (e.g., two numbers for a binary lassi�ation

problem, independent of the data set size). Depending on the implementation, CV

may need more memory for statistis ompared to OS beause separate statistis are

stored for T

i

and D

i

and beause ertain intermediate sums must be stored.

� OS and CV store the ross-validation forest in memory. In the worst ase, the size

of this forest an inrease up to O(n) times the size of a single deision tree. This

happens if di�erent tests are seleted for all folds in the root node of the forest (so no

sharing takes plae). In pratie this inrease an be problemati for large trees and

large n. For typial tree sizes and n = 10, no problems would normally arise.

� Both OS and CV must know for eah example to whih training set it belongs (for

instane, for the test e 2 T

i

in Fig. 3). We onsider �rst the ase of CV. Beause

D

i

are disjoint, one an store the data in memory partitioned aording to D

i

. This

partition requires the same amount of memory as is neessary for storing D when

building the atual tree. This trik an not be used in the OS algorithm beause we

do not have the notion of D

i

. The OS algorithm must store for eah example to whih

sets it belongs. This an be done by adding n Booleans to eah example, or n integers

in the ase of bagging (where a single example an our multiple times in a given

set). The total memory onsumption inreases with O(n�N), with a relatively small

onstant fator (size of a boolean or integer).

Exept for large n, we expet the extra memory needed by the parallel versions to be

quite reasonable, and usually smaller than the memory that is taken by the data set itself

(unless it has less than n attributes, in whih the O(n � N) fator may dominate). This

expetation remains to be validated empirially.

3.4 Handling Numerial Attributes

The above desription of the tree indution proess still has an important shortoming when

ompared to pratial systems: it ignores the way in whih numerial attributes are usually

handled. This proedure is somewhat ompliated, but due to its importane in pratie

we annot avoid disussing it here. We will see that this proedure, too, an be adapted for

making an eÆient parallel ross-validation possible.

A binary split of the form A � v is typially used for numeri attributes. The �rst step

in �nding a good split point v for A is to sort the training examples based on the values of A.

After that, the algorithm (see Figure 6) iterates over the examples in asending order of A

and evaluates eah useful split. Eah of the di�erent values of A is in general a useful split,

though for lassi�ation tasks an optimization is possible: splits an only our between

lass hanges (Fayyad and Irani, 1993).

The algorithm uses total TS and left branh LS statistis. The total statisti is the lass

distribution of the training examples in the node to be split. The left branh statisti is

the lass distribution of the examples for whih the test A � v sueeds. (The right branh

statisti an be omputed from these as TS�LS.) Beause the training examples are sorted

it is possible to evaluate all useful splits in one pass over the data. For eah possible split,

12
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the left branh statisti LS is updated inrementally from the previous split, and the test's

quality is alulated based on TS and LS. For example, if some test A � v

i

yielded the

distribution LS = [15; 27℄ (that is, out of 42 examples with A � v

i

15 are positive and 27

are negative), and the following three examples (sorted aording to A) all have a positive

lass, then the next test to be evaluated is A � v

i+3

and it has LS = [18; 27℄.

1. sort(T , A)

2. Q

�

:= �1 ; t

�

:= none

3. for eah example e in T

4. update statistis(LS, target(e))

5. if useful split(e[A℄) then

6. Q := ompute quality(TS, LS)

7. if Q > Q

�

then Q

�

:= Q ; t

�

:= \A � e[A℄"

Figure 6: Finding the best split point for a numeri attribute.

The algorithm from Figure 6 an be adapted for parallel ross-validation as shown in

Figure 7. The �rst step is again sorting the examples. Note that the time for �nding a

split is dominated by the sorting time as the number of examples inreases. This is beause

sorting takes O(N logN). Algorithms designed to handle large data sets (e.g., SLIQ (Mehta

et al., 1996), SPRINT (Shafer et al., 1996)) solve this problem by sorting numeri attributes

only one before the atual indution starts. Algorithms like C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993a), that

keep all the data in the main memory, do not use pre-sorting beause this takes more

memory (one needs at least an extra list with example indies for eah numeri attribute)

and beause N is small. In both settings the sorting step will be more eÆient for parallel

ross-validation beause we sort the original data set D and not the overlapping training

sets T

i

.

After sorting, the algorithm iterates over the examples and evaluates useful splits for

eah fold. This an be implemented in two ways: either by updating the training set

statistis (similar to the OS algorithm) or by updating the statistis on D

i

(similar to the

CV algorithm). If the set of useful splits for a numeri attribute is muh smaller than the

number of examples, then the seond approah is better. This is the ase for many (but

not all) pratial data sets beause they either have many examples with idential values

or beause the lass does not hange often (e.g., if the lass is orrelated with the numeri

attribute).

Algorithm 7 implements the version for �nding the best split for a numeri attribute

for eah fold with statistis on D

i

. For eah possible split, it �rst updates the left branh

statisti for the orresponding D

i

. After that it onsiders e[A℄ as possible split point for

eah fold j exept for j = i beause e is left out for that fold. If e[A℄ is a useful split, then

the algorithm has to alulate its quality. This is done by �rst alulating the left branh

statisti on T

j

and then alulating the quality based on TS[T

j

℄ and LS[T

j

℄. If the quality

is better than the urrent best quality Q

�

[T

j

℄ then the algorithm updates Q

�

[T

j

℄ and t

�

[T

j

℄.

When the algorithm �nishes, t

�

ontains the best split for eah fold.
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1. sort(D, A)

2. Q

�

[T

0

: : : T

n

℄ := �1 ; t

�

[T

0

: : : T

n

℄ := none

3. for eah example e in D

4. hoose i suh that e 2 D

i

5. update statistis(LS[D

i

℄, target(e))

6. for j := 0 to n

7. if i 6= j and useful split(e[A℄, j) then

8. ompute LS[T

j

℄ from LS[D

k

℄, k = 1 : : : n

9. Q := ompute quality(TS[T

j

℄, LS[T

j

℄)

10. if Q > Q

�

[T

j

℄ then

11. Q

�

[T

j

℄ := Q ; t

�

[T

j

℄ := \A � e[A℄"

Figure 7: Finding the best splits for attribute A

i

for all folds in parallel.

a
i

min max

v
1

v
2

v
3

test succeeds for all folds

test fails for all folds

test succeeds for folds {3}
test succeeds for folds {2,3}

Figure 8: Di�erent splits for a numeri attribute.

A problem with numeri attributes is that di�erent folds are likely to selet splits that

appear di�erent but are pratially the same. Suppose for instane that two folds respet-

ively selet A < 42:3 and A < 42:4 as optimal tests. These tests essentially indiate the

same bound, even though the outome of the omputation is slightly di�erent. Suh slightly

di�erent splits still ause a bifuration, and hene redued sharing of omputations. One

would prefer a less strit test for equivalene of tests than just equality.

The solution we propose for this problem is as follows. Consider for example a 3-fold

ross-validation as illustrated in Figure 8 (virtual fold 0 is not shown here). Fold 1 selets

v

1

as split point, fold 2 v

2

and fold 3 v

3

. The split points divide the range of A in three

important intervals. The �rst one is [min; v

1

℄, the seond one (v

1

; v

3

℄ and the last one

(v

3

;max℄. Instead of reating a bifuration point for folds 1, 2 and 3 we an add a regular

node to the forest and store the 3 split points in this node. This way the algorithm an

ontinue to share omputations. The examples in [min; v

3

℄ (i.e., fe j e[A℄ 2 [min; v

3

℄g) are

moved to the left sub-tree and the examples in (v

1

;max℄ are moved to the right sub-tree.

Consider the examples in the left sub-tree. The test A � v

i

sueeds for all folds i and for all

examples in S1 = [min; v

1

℄. The examples in S2 = (v

1

; v

3

℄ are more diÆult. Only some of

the tests sueed for these examples. But if the thresholds seleted by di�erent folds di�er

14
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only slightly, S2 will be small. We mark eah of the examples of S2 with the set of folds

for whih the orresponding test sueeds (see Figure 8). The examples in S1 an be split

at lower levels of the forest by alulating statistis on D

i

. This is not possible anymore

for the examples of S2. The algorithm has to keep training set statistis for eah fold for

this type of examples and ombine these when evaluating a test's quality. The bene�t of

this extra book-keeping is that no bifuration point is introdued in the forest when slightly

di�erent splits are seleted for one numeri attribute.

3.5 Further Optimizations

As soon as di�erent tests are seleted for di�erent folds, the forest indution proess bifur-

ates in the sense that from that point onwards di�erent trees in the forest will be handled

independently. A further optimization that omes to mind, is removing redundany among

omputations in these independently handled trees as well. Note that this is somewhat

similar to what we just disussed onerning numerial attributes. The main di�erene is

that up till now we handled \similar" tests, whih di�er only on few examples. The question

we address here onerns tests that are entirely di�erent.

Referring to Figure 5, among the di�erent branhes reated by a bifuration point

(square node) there may still be some overlap with respet to the tests that will be on-

sidered in the hild nodes, as well as the relevant examples. For instane, in the lower right

of the forest in Figure 5, in the hildren of the \test B" node one needs to onsider all tests

exept A and B, and in the hildren of the test C node one needs to onsider all tests exept

A and C. Sine the relevant example set for fold f

3

at that point (f2,3,5g) overlaps with

that of folds f

1

and f

2

(f2,3,5,10,12g), all tests besides A, B and C will give rise to some

redundant omputations.

As the amount of redundany is lower here in this ase than for very similar tests, we

expet these optimizations to yield some, but not muh, eÆieny gain. Struyf and Blokeel

(2001) have explored this idea in the ontext of an ILP (indutive logi programming)

(Muggleton and De Raedt, 1994) system, and their results on�rm this.

Finally, note that when a level-wise tree building method is adopted instead of a depth-

�rst method, bifurations automatially have a smaller e�et in that data are still aessed

only one. However, the statistis updates still need to be done multiple times. As men-

tioned before, this will yield a signi�ant gain only if t

e

> t

u

, whih is typially not the

ase when the data reside in main memory. Hene, the level-wise method does not seem to

be a good optimization exept in those ases where it would be onsidered anyway (data

residing in external memory).

Here we will not disuss these optimizations any further but fous on the above desribed

algorithm, whih is simple and ompatible with both tree indution approahes and an

easily be integrated in existing tree indution systems.

4. Experimental Evaluation

Our experimental evaluation aims at gaining more insight in the speedups that an be

obtained on pratial problems. We give an overview of the main issues in this investigation:
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� We distinguish three di�erent algorithms, whih we refer to as the unoptimized serial

algorithm (S), the overlapping sets algorithm (OS) whih exploits overlap in di�erent

data sets, and the ross-validation algorithm (CV) whih is tuned spei�ally for

ross-validation and is the most optimized of these three.

� We look at both the ILP setting, whih is haraterized by a high t

e

=t

u

and hene

should exhibit the highest eÆieny gains, and the propositional setting, where gains

are expeted to be lower. Consequently, two di�erent implementations will be used.

� The main soures of speedup that we an distinguish are

{ removing redundany in the evaluation of tests : present in the OS and CV

algorithms;

{ removing redundany in the updating of statistis: present only in the CV al-

gorithm.

{ removing redundany in the proedure for handling numerial attributes: in

pratie this is an important omponent in the propositional setting (present in

both OS and CV)

� We have mentioned that the OS algorithm is also usable for bagging, but the CV

algorithm is not; hene we expet a smaller positive e�et in the bagging ontext. We

perform separate experiments to measure this.

� The proposed algorithms essentially trade time omplexity for spae omplexity. Their

saling properties with respet to the latter are therefore of some onern. For this

reason, memory onsumption of the algorithms will also be measured.

Based on this we struture the experimental setion as follows. In the �rst subsetion we

introdue the used materials (implementations and data sets). In the seond subsetion we

present timings for the ross-validation ontext. A breakdown of these timings into several

omponents is presented and disussed; this gives more insight in the relative importane of

the di�erent optimizations. In the third subsetion we present timing results for the bagging

ontext, and in the last subsetion we investigate the spae omplexity of the algorithms.

In all ases we distinguish ILP and propositional results.

4.1 Materials

We have used the following data sets and implementations.

4.1.1 Data Sets

For our ILP experiments we have used the following data sets:

� SB (Simple Bongard) and CB (Complex Bongard): some arti�ially generated sets

of the so-alled \Bongard" problems (De Raedt and Van Laer, 1995) (pitures are

lassi�ed aording to simple geometri patterns). SB ontains 1453 examples with a

simple underlying theory, CB 1521 examples with a more omplex theory.
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Name #Rows #Nominal #Numeri #Classes

Connet-4 66617 42 0 3

Adult 30162 8 6 2

Letter 20000 0 16 26

Nursery 12960 8 0 5

LED 10000 7 0 10

Pen Digits 7494 0 16 10

Mushroom 5644 22 0 2

Spam 4601 0 57 2

Abalone 4177 1 7 num.

Internet Ads 2359 1555 3 2

Car 1728 6 0 4

Yeast 1484 0 8 10

Table 1: The propositional data sets used.

� Muta: the Mutagenesis data set (Srinivasan et al., 1996), an ILP benhmark (230

examples)

� ASM: a subset of 999 examples of the so-alled \Adaptive Systems Management"

data set, kindly provided to us by Perot Systems Nederland.

� Mah: \Mahines", a tiny data set of 15 examples (Blokeel and De Raedt, 1998)

that here serves as a kind of limit ase for situations where few examples are available.

For the propositional experiments we made a seletion of the largest data sets available

at the UCI Mahine Learning Repository (Merz and Murphy, 1996). In Table 1 the data

sets are listed in order of dereasing size. Most data sets are lassi�ation tasks exept for

\Abalone" where we try to predit the number of rings. The 1555 nominal attributes of

\Internet Ads" form a sparse binary matrix.

4.1.2 Implementations

The systems we have used for these experiments onsist of previously existing deision

tree systems to whih minimal modi�ations have been made to implement the algorithms

desribed in this text.

More spei�ally, for the ILP experiments we use the �rst order deision tree learner

Tilde (Blokeel and De Raedt, 1998) as implemented in the ACE-ilProlog data mining

tool (Blokeel et al., 2002).

4

Briey, �rst order deision trees are deision trees where a

test in a node is a �rst order literal or onjuntion, and a path from root to leaf an be

interpreted as a Horn lause. Literals belonging to di�erent nodes in suh a path may share

variables. The reader is referred to Blokeel and De Raedt (1998) for details.

For the experiments in the propositional setting we use the programClus, whih in some

sense is a speialized propositional version of Tilde apable of onstruting lassi�ation,

4. Available from http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~dtai/ACE/
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regression and lustering trees (Blokeel et al., 1998). Clus is implemented in Java and is

available from the authors upon request.

In both ases the hanges to the original system onsisted of implementing the algorithms

in Figures 3 and 4 as well as the \forest" data struture and the orresponding indution

proedure. In addition the optimized proedure for handling numerial attributes was added

to Clus. (Tilde does not have a speial proedure for numerial attributes, for reasons not

relevant here.) Exept for these points, the di�erent versions of Tilde / Clus use exatly

the same implementation.

4.1.3 Settings

All programs were run with default settings exept for the following. We set the stopping

riterion of Clus so that no leaves smaller than 10 examples an be generated. This is

a reasonable value given the data set sizes. Tilde, like other ILP systems, employs a

delarative language bias formalism to speify whih tests an our in nodes. The details

of this formalism are out of the sope of this artile, but we mention that with the employed

language spei�ation, the number of tests evaluated in eah node (the a parameter) varied

from 3 to a few hundred (as tests are �rst-order lauses, their number may vary greatly

even among nodes of the same tree).

4.2 Breakdown of Computational Cost

In a �rst series of experiments, we try to gain insight in the speedups that the proposed

algorithms may yield in a number of spei� pratial ases. Our main question is: how

muh more eÆiently an ross-validation be performed by using the proposed algorithms?

From this question several more detailed questions arise, suh as how speedups in the ILP

setting ompare to those in the propositional setting, what the ontributions of the di�erent

optimizations are, and how the speedups vary with the number of examples and number of

folds.

4.2.1 Results for the ILP Setting

Figure 9 plots ross-validation timing results for tenfold ross-validation for all data sets,

as well as for n-fold ross-validation with varying n for two seleted data sets. The three

onseutive bars always represent T

S

, T

OS

and T

CV

(the times needed for ross-validation

plus indution of the atual tree), relative to T

atual

(the time needed for indution of the

atual tree). Eah bar indiates the average run time of 10 di�erent runs; 90% on�dene

intervals for this average are plotted.

The bars are broken down into omponents indiating the proportion of time spent on

statistis updates, running tests on the data set to determine the best test, and \other", that

is, all other omputations (inluding the partitioning step).

5

The proposed optimizations

mostly inuene the �rst two omponents. More spei�ally, for the OS algorithm the test

time is strongly redued, while the CV algorithm adds to this a strong redution in statistis

update time.

5. The re-evaluation of the best test, on whih the partitioning is �nally based, is inluded in \other' in

our timings.
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In general the graphs in Figure 9 on�rm our expetations. Comparing the total time

to T

atual

, the lowest overhead is ahieved for Simple Bongard, whih has a relatively large

number of examples and a simple theory. The simpliity of the true theory auses the

indued trees to be exatly the same in most folds, yielding little bifuration. For Complex

Bongard, the e�et of bifuration is more prominent. For ASM, a real-world data set for

whih a perfet theory may not exist, the overhead of ross-validation is relatively high (but

still better than that for the serial algorithm). For Mahines, the overhead is relatively large

but still smaller than for the serial algorithm. This shows that even for very small example

sets the parallel algorithm yields a speedup.

For Mutagenesis we obtained less good results. Two fators turned out to be responsible

for this: instability of the trees, and high variane in the omplexity of testing examples.

The latter is due to the fat that �rst-order queries have exponential worst-ase omplexity;

most of them are reasonably fast, but very few of them may time-wise dominate the others.

Suh behaviour typially ours at lower levels of the tree, as will be on�rmed when we

look at Figure 10.

The lower part of Figure 9 shows how ross-validation overhead varies with the number

of folds for the CB and ASM data sets. The result for CB on�rms our expetation that n

has a small inuene on the total time, but for ASM the overhead inreases with inreasing

n.

The latter result an be understood by looking at the graphs in Figure 10, where the

total time spent on eah level of the tree by the parallel and the serial proedure is plotted,

together with the f(i � 1) values as de�ned previously. The graphs on�rm that when f

goes up, the per-level speedup fator tends to go down (although other fators are at work

too; for instane, if leaves are onstruted near the root of the tree, fewer examples are left

to proess on lower levels and the speedup fator goes down). For CB, the inrease of f

happens at a point where the total re�nement time is already small, so it does not inuene

the overall speedup fator muh; but for ASM and Muta f inreases almost immediately.

Note that in the part where f is high, many folds are handled independently and ross-

validation beomes linear in n, whih explains the inrease for the ASM data in Figure 9.

It is also lear from the Mutagenesis graph in Figure 10 how the time spent on some lower

levels suddenly goes up; this is the e�et of stumbling upon some very omplex tests.

4.2.2 Results for the Propositional Setting

Results for the propositional setting are shown in Figure 11. The same breakdown into

omponents has been made as in the previous �gures, but now an extra omponent has

been singled out: the time onsumed by the numerial attribute handling proedure. Due

to the sorting proess that it entails, this proedure onsumes a reasonably large proportion

of the total indution time and onsequently optimizations in this proedure have a large

e�et on the total runtimes.

In general these timings show the same tendenies as for the ILP setting, with the

following notable di�erenes:

� The di�erent omponents are more balaned than in the ILP ase: the proportion of

time dediated to running tests on examples tends to be lower, while the proportion

dediated to statistis updates is higher.
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Figure 9: Timings for ross-validation experiments in an ILP setting; upper graph: for all

data sets, with n = 10; lower graphs: for seleted data sets with n varying from

3 to 20.
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Figure 10: For four di�erent data sets, the graphs show the total re�nement time spent at

eah level i of the forest by the di�erent algorithms (upper part of eah graph)

and the number of folds f(i�1) handled independently by the parallel algorithms

at that level (lower part of graph).

Figure 11: Timings for ross-validation experiments in a propositional setting, for all data

sets, with n = 10.
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� Optimizing the numerial attribute handling proedure turns out to play an important

role. For data sets with many numerial attributes a signi�ant speedup is obtained

in this way.

� The time for the statistis updates tends to slightly inrease with the OS optimization.

This is due to the fat that more administrative work is needed (e.g., more lookups are

neessary to �nd the orret ounter to be inremented). This e�et is not unexpeted;

in the ILP setting it was less obvious beause of the proportionally smaller time that

statistis updates take.

� In a few ases (most notably Abalone) the statistis update time inreases for the CV

optimization. The reason for this is the proedure for handling numerial attributes.

As mentioned in Setion 3.4, when the number of splits onsidered for a single nu-

merial attribute is in the same order of magnitude as the number of examples, this

auses a signi�ant overhead ompared to updating T

i

diretly.

6

� For the Car data set, OS yields an eÆieny loss. To interpret this, we have to mention

that the indution proess for this data set �nished very quikly. One problem is that

this makes aurate timing more diÆult. Careful heking revealed however that the

inrease of the total runtime as shown on the graph is aurate: the OS optimization

auses a small inrease in runtime and this is due to the inreased statistis update

time. In absolute terms the inrease is very small, but ompared to the small total

time it represents a lear overhead.

Our overall onlusions from this are that all optimizations together de�nitely have a

positive e�et (this was so in all data sets we used), but the individual impat of a single

optimization varies:

� For data sets with many numerial attributes, the optimization for handling numerial

attributes plays an important role, while the CV optimization has a limited or even

negative e�et.

� For data sets without numerial attributes, the CV optimization yields a signi�ant

extra gain over the OS version.

Figures 12 and 13 give an idea of how the measured speedups depend on parameters

suh as the number of examples and the number of folds. Consistent with expetations,

there is a lear inrease in the speedup fator with inreasing number of folds, and a small

inrease with the data set size.

In an attempt to identify any further inuenes on the speedup fator, we have grown a

small meta deision tree

7

with as target a 2-D vetor ontaining the measured speedup for

the CV and OS algorithms. This tree is shown in Figure 14. Note that the generalisability

6. Note that for eah example one needs to update only 1 D

i

statisti instead of n� 1 T

j

statistis, but for

eah possible threshold one needs to ompute all n � 1 T

j

from D

i

in order to evaluate the test for all

folds. So if the number of possible thresholds is lose to the number of examples, no gain is ahieved.

7. Our use of the term meta deision trees is di�erent from that by Todorovski and D�zeroski (2000),

although there are some similarities.
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Figure 12: 90% on�dene intervals (one per data set) for the mean speedup obtained during

n-fold ross-validation for varying n.

Figure 13: 90% on�dene intervals (one per data set) for the mean speedup obtained during

10-fold ross-validation for varying sample sizes (indiated as perentage of the

original data set).
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of the preise speedup preditions is not evaluated here. We are mainly interested in inter-

preting the tests in the tree. The inuenes revealed by the tree an be generalized with

high on�dene, in the sense that we an explain them using our knowledge of the problem

and implementation.

The tree on�rms that the existene of numerial attributes and the number of examples

play a role, and identi�es in addition the following inuenes:

� tree size (number of nodes in the tree): smaller trees are usually more stable, and the

number of examples onsidered in eah node is on average relatively large in this ase,

so we an expet higher gain for smaller trees.

� number of lasses : if a dataset has more lasses then the statistis arrays are larger

and the proportional time for omputing the T

i

statistis from the D

i

and for om-

puting the heuristis beomes greater. This part is not a�eted by the optimizations.

Therefore having more lasses auses the speedup ratio to derease.

� existene of numerial attributes : the tree on�rms that the existene of numerial

attributes inreases the speedup obtainable with OS but dereases that with CV.

Finally, the tree suggests that the CV optimization yields the largest gain over the OS

optimization (6.30 versus 2.06) in the ase of large data sets and small trees, that is, where

the theoretially derived upper bounds (inuened by n, a and for OS also t

e

=t

u

) on the

speedups are most easily ahieved.

Rows > 4,601

+--yes: TreeSize > 48

| +--yes: Numeri > 0

| | +--yes: [2.57, 2.74℄

| | +--no: [1.90, 4.09℄

| +--no: [2.06, 6.30℄

+--no: Classes > 2

+--yes: [1.31, 1.51℄

+--no: [1.64, 2.00℄

Figure 14: Meta deision tree that predits the speedup; the �rst number is the predited

speedup for the OS version, the seond for the CV version.

4.3 Usefulness of These Algorithms for Bagging

As mentioned, the OS algorithms an also be used in a bagging ontext but the CV version

annot. Our theoretial analysis suggests that the OS algorithm may still yield substantial

speedups for the ILP ase but less so for the propositional ase.

Figures 15 and 16 present results of experiments where the OS algorithm in Tilde and

Clus is run on n sets, eah onstruted by randomly drawing with replaement N elements

from a data set of N elements, exatly as is normally done for bagging. The �gures show
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Figure 15: Timings for Bagging experiments in an ILP setting; upper graph: for all data

sets, with n = 25; lower graphs: for seleted data sets with n varying from 10

to 100.

the timings for bagging experiments with n = 25 for all data sets, and for varying n on a

number of seleted data sets.

The results on�rm our expetations. In the ILP setting there is a substantial speedup

for all data sets exept Mutagenesis, and the total speedup inreases with n. In the propos-

itional setting there is usually a smaller gain, and for two data sets even a loss of eÆieny

beause the gain in the test evaluation is o�set by the more omplex statistis updates. In

those ases where a relatively high gain (say, a fator 2 speedup) is obtained, it turns out

this an largely be attributed to the optimized proedure for handling numerial attributes.

Figure 17 shows how the speedup evolves with the number of bags and the sample size.

The dependeny of the speedup on the number of sets is smaller than for ross-validation

beause in ontrast to the latter, the sets do not beome more similar when there are more

of them. There is again a small positive e�et of sample size, indiating that for larger data

sets the probability of the OS optimization atually slowing down the systems beomes

small. Nevertheless, speedups are limited to a fator of about 3.
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Figure 16: Timings for Bagging experiments in a propositional setting, for all data sets,

with n = 25.

Figure 17: Timings for Bagging experiments in a propositional setting, 90% on�dene

intervals shown for the mean speedup for all datasets; left: with n=10, 25, 50,

100, right: with n = 25 and di�erent samples sizes.
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4.4 Spae Complexity

The spae omplexity issue, from a pratial point of view, boils down to the following: how

muh extra memory will a deision tree learning system need if it employs the OS or CV

algorithms instead of the serial one?

For both Tilde and Clus, the memory onsumption of the proess (as reported by the

Unix tool ps) was measured at three points in time: after loading the system, after loading

the data, and after running an n-fold ross-validation. Like previously, this was done for all

data sets for n = 10, and for seleted data sets with varying n.

Results of these measurements are shown in Figures 18 and 19. In the ILP setting,

memory onsumption turns out to be relatively independent of the number of folds. This

is beause the memory alloated for loading the system and the data and for running the

queries outweighs the memory onsumption of the trees themselves. The total memory

onsumption monotonially inreases with the number of folds, but at suh a low rate that

performing for instane a 20-fold ross-validation with one of the parallel algorithms barely

inreases memory onsumption, ompared to the serial version.

The propositional experiments give a more aurate view beause the memory on-

sumption aused by the exeution of �rst order queries is not present here. Nevertheless

the results are similar. The forests themselves usually onsume a relatively small proportion

of the total memory, ompared to the memory onsumed by the data sets and the system.

The most obvious exeption is the Connet-4 problem, whih has large trees (typially over

1000 nodes). As Figure 20 shows, inreasing n quikly beomes problemati for this data

set, but has a very small e�et for the other data sets.

4.5 A Summary of the Experimental Results

Summarising our �ndings in this experimental setion, we list the following onlusions:

� Both in the propositional and the ILP setting, the proposed optimizations almost

always yield eÆieny gains.

� The eÆieny gains are highest for ross-validation. For bagging smaller eÆieny

gains are to be expeted.

� We identi�ed two fators that are detrimental to the eÆieny gain: high variane of

test omplexity (whih ours typially in the ILP setting, not in the propositional

setting) and instability of the problem (di�erent folds yielding very di�erent trees).

Note that sine bagging is most useful for unstable problems, the latter fator imposes

a further limitation on the usefulness of the tehniques for bagging.

� For data sets with many numerial attributes, the CV optimization may yield little

or no gain over the OS optimization, while the optimization related to numerial

attribute handling has a large e�et.

� The memory usage of the parallel algorithms is in general not problemati. We have

enountered one ase where it would beome so if n beomes large.

Our general onlusion would be that implementing these tehniques in a deision tree

learner may not be very worthwhile for the purpose of bagging alone, but it probably is
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Figure 18: Memory onsumption of the ILP system ACE during ross-validation of Tilde;

upper graph: all data sets using 10 folds; lower graphs: seleted data sets using

a varying number of folds.

Figure 19: Memory onsumption of Clus during ross-validation measured for all data sets

with 10 folds.
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Figure 20: Memory onsumption of Clus during ross-validation as a funtion of folds.

for ross-validation (and then they might as well be used for bagging too, of ourse). The

implementation e�ort de�nitely seems worthwhile for ILP systems.

5. Appliability of the Tehniques

Although we have studied eÆient ross-validation in the ontext of deision trees, the

priniples explained here are also appliable outside this domain. For instane, rule set

indution systems (e.g., Quinlan, 1993b, Clark and Niblett, 1989) typially build a rule by

onseutively adding a \best" ondition to it until no further improvement ours. Similar

to our forest-building algorithm, ross-validation of suh rules ould be performed in parallel

with the onstrution of the atual rule set, avoiding redundant omputations.

It is less lear, however, how the tehnique ould be used with models that ontain only

ontinuous parameters, suh as neural networks. We obtain the greatest speedups for stable

trees, where the same test is hosen in di�erent folds. With ontinuous models, no ompu-

tations will ever be exatly the same, hene removal of exatly redundant omputations as

explained here will in general not be possible.

It should be pointed out that the proposed tehniques onern the tree building phase

only. This phase is typially followed by tree post-pruning, and may be preeded by data

pre-proessing, suh as disretization of attributes (Fayyad and Irani, 1993). While these

other phases usually take muh less time than the tree building phase, when they are not

negligible and n is large they may beome the bottlenek, limiting the usefulness of our

approah (unless optimizations similar to the ones disussed here are also possible in these

phases).

6. Conlusions

We have shown that in the ontext of deision tree indution the bene�ts of ross-validation

are available for a relatively low overhead, if the ross-validation is arefully integrated

with the normal tree building proess. The overhead is smallest if data aess is slow

(omplex tests, or data residing on disk), but even for the ase that is hardest to improve
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(propositional data in main memory) a lear eÆieny gain ompared to straightforward

implementations of ross-validation an be obtained.

By omparing experimental results with an analytial estimate of this overhead, we

have identi�ed a number of disturbing fators, suh as variane in test omplexity (whih

auses variane in the time the di�erent folds need) and tree instability (whih auses the

overhead to inrease on average). Both these fators inrease the overhead indued by ross-

validation, but in pratially all ases it was still smaller than for the serial ross-validation

proedure, and in the best ases there was only a small overhead over the normal tree

indution proess. Further experiments have shown that in pratie, signi�ant speedups

an be obtained even for relatively small data sets (a few thousand examples), and that

the speedups beome larger when smaller trees are learnt (whih typially indiates better

stability).

In the ontext of bagging, a similar tehnique an be used, although here it an be

less optimized than for ross-validation. Experimental results indiate that typially only

relatively small gains are obtained in this ase. The main exeption to this is when the data

ontains many numerial attributes: in that ase having a single sorting pass over the full

training data set is advantageous.

A number of guidelines have been distilled from this work. They an be summarized as

follows: implementing the proposed tehniques is most worthwhile for ILP systems; it may

be worthwhile for propositional systems if one expets frequent use of ross-validation; it is

probably less worthwhile for bagging alone, but an fruitfully be exploited in that ontext

if it is available anyway.

The ideas underlying our approah are also appliable outside the deision tree on-

text, e.g., for rule indution, but not immediately for indution of models that have only

ontinuous parameters.

Related work inludes that of Moore and Lee (1994), who disuss eÆient ross-validation

in the ontext of model seletion. Their approah di�ers substantially from ours in that

they obtain eÆieny by quikly abandoning models that have a low probability of ever

beoming the best model after a few examples have been seen. That is, they save on the

number of ases a model is evaluated on during ross-validation, whereas our work fouses

on removing redundany in the model building proess itself.

Kohavi (1995) and Utgo� (1997) note that inremental learning systems have the ad-

vantage that leave-one-out ross-validation an be performed eÆiently by learning one

using the whole data set and then \derementally" adapting the theory, eah time leav-

ing one example out from the data set. In the ase of Utgo�'s inremental deision tree

learner, the omputations involved in this seem quite similar to the ones performed by our

proedure. However, no experimental results are reported by Utgo� (the ross-validation

proedure is not the main topi of that artile).

Blokeel et al. (2002) disuss a tehnique similar to the one desribed here. The main

di�erene is in the kind of redundanies that are removed; here the redundanies arise from

running the same test in di�erent folds of a ross-validation, whereas Blokeel et al. (2002)

onsider redundanies aused by similarities in di�erent tests (the tests being �rst-order

onjuntions, whih might be similar up to one literal). Both approahes an easily be

ombined, as shown by Struyf and Blokeel (2001).
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It is somewhat unlear to what extent the proposed methods are also useful for other

tasks than ross-validation. For instane, while our �rst algorithm seems easily appliable

for bagging, our omplexity analysis suggests that it might not provide great speedups,

exept when data aess is expensive. A more promising appliation is the following one

(Kohavi, 2001). Wrapper methods (Kohavi and John, 1995) also have the property of

running the same algorithm several times, varying some parameters that inuene the al-

gorithm. This is often ombined with ross-validation to selet the best values for the

parameters. There is then redundany, not only beause of the similarities in di�erent data

sets, but also beause of ertain similarities in the indution proess. In suh ases larger

speedups might be obtained than are demonstrated in this paper.
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